
Learning Performances
A Design and Development Overview

Purpose
As curriculum developers, instructional designers, and assessment developers, we’re working
together to chart new territory in learning, teaching, and assessing science and literacy, using
both existing and brand new practices and technologies. As we move into a new phase of
development, in which we’ll be working in parallel on multiple aspects of multiple units at the
same time, our best means of ensuring that we’re creating coherent units is by taking care to
agree on and articulate the destination we hope to reach - our goals for students’ learning.
Doing this allows us both to plan curriculum intended to support students in moving towards
those goals, and to develop a clearer understanding of the landscape of understanding they
cross in getting there.

Articulating goals in a way that provides clear and complete targets for both instruction
and assessment starting at the outset can be really powerful in focusing a unit and supporting
decision-making, but is tricky and iterative, and new to many practitioners. We’ve identified
learning performances as a specific and useful tool for coming to agreement on our destination
for curriculum, instruction, and assessment. Working to articulate our goals as learning
performances provides us with both a process for that articulation, and a specific product to
create. This document is an attempt to provide us all with a common understanding of what
learning performances look like and how they are developed and revised over time.

Learning performances can be used to identify intentional destinations within the terrain
of the science content. For example, the five proposed Life Science units, Life, Food,
Ecosystems, Heredity, and Evolution start to define our destinations of the overall terrain of
middle school life science. We can think about defining learning performances that help us focus
on particular goals within the larger domain of science as comparable to defining a complete
picture that encapsulates what we want to have students understand by the end of a series of
instruction.

Learning performances can be of different grain sizes - they could define a goal for
students’ learning for a single lesson, an investigation, an entire unit, or over multiple units and
years (e.g., writing scientific arguments). In terms of our metaphor, this means we can place
stakes at a variety of intervals, indicating multiple destinations along the way. We can also
decide to pull and replace stakes if we decide that our initial ideas about our goals were
mistaken, over-ambitious, or not ambitious enough. But it’s critical that we get these stakes
clearly in the ground so we all have a destination to aim for in our collaborations, and keep them



in place long enough to judge if they are meeting our and students’ needs.

Learning Performances
We’ll come back to the stake metaphor in a moment, but let’s dive right into learning
performances -- what’s so special about learning performances?  Take a look at this example
learning performance and see what you think:

- Using appropriate measurement tools for time and location/position, the student accurately
and precisely records position and location of an object over time, and transfers these
measured data into a spreadsheet.
- Using these spreadsheet data, the student calculates direction of motion and speed of the
object based on position change over time.
- Using spreadsheet software, the student generates an accurate chart or graph from
measured data to describe the motion of the object in terms of position, direction, and speed.

What’s important to notice here is that the learning performance includes three elements: the
specific context that is provided (a moving object, measurement tools, and spreadsheet
software), specific science content knowledge (the nature of velocity as describing the direction
and rate of change in position over time), but also what the student is expected to be able to do
with that knowledge in terms of science practice (gather, interpret and represent appropriate
data). By representing this intersection of using content for practice under particular conditions,
learning performances are particularly useful for identifying clearly observable evidence of the
kind of thinking we’d like students to achieve.

Goals that are clearly observable offer two advantages. First, they make it easier for us
to reach a shared understanding of exactly what we are working towards, reducing the chances
of multiple interpretations. By specifying a clear endpoint for student understanding that is
demonstrable, learning performances can a) help design team members develop a common
understanding of the goals for instruction and in turn -- based on that common understanding --
b) focus the students’ instruction, materials and experiences on achieving those goals.

Learning performances also offer an advantage from an assessment and evaluation
perspective that allows for targeted nimbling. Goals that are observable are possible to assess,
allowing us to gather information about students’ progress towards them, to improve our
materials and help teachers to support students. they make clear what students should be able
to do as a result of instruction and therefore establish parameters for what can and should be
assessed. Our goal as designers focused on assessment is to effectively measure and
communicate students’ progress toward learning outcomes to all stakeholders. We are trying to
leave behind the use of assessments as filters, separating students who ‘got it’ from those who
didn’t, or ordering students in terms of their performance without providing any clear sense of
how to improve. Instead, assessment is viewed as a source of information that supports
feedback, guidance and constant improvement for learners, teachers, designers, and even
administrators, policy makers, and community members.



The New Curriculum: Our Process
Learning performances will help the multiple designers involved in the development process
coordinate their efforts.  Whether a group of designers is focused on development of science or
literacy sessions for a unit, the units’ simulation, readings or assessments, they will need to
make sure their contributions are designed to move students toward achieving or exceeding the
same set of goals. This coordination is complicated by the fact that none of us will have the
luxury of waiting until everyone is finished making their contributions to the unit before
developing our own components. We will all advance more or less simultaneously. The
suggestion here is that having a concrete, specific and shared understanding of the destination
and route we have in mind for students -- a staked-out map of the terrain -- will help to ensure
our singular efforts are contributing to a greater, coherent whole.

This coherent approach is particularly important for assessment folks if they are to develop
embedded and (ideally) unobtrusive assessments that yield quality, useful information about
student progress while also being well integrated into the flow of instruction. As such, we can
expect to see the distinction between assessment and instruction become increasingly fuzzy as
all developers get a better sense of how high-quality instructional activities can both move
students forward in their thinking, and create opportunities to gather evidence of that thinking as
they progress towards proficient performance. To achieve this, assessment will need to be part
of conversations throughout the unit development process.

A Model for Comparison
Krajcik, McNeill, & Reiser (2008) have provided a model for curriculum design that presents1

specification of learning goals and learning performances as the beginning of the design
process (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Learning Goals Driven Design Model (Krajcik, et al 2008)

Beyond the fact that we can disregard the “Project 2061 Review” in the Feedback phase of
Figure 1, we don’t expect these to fit perfectly to our current practice of dev, but we could use it

1 Krajcik, J., McNeill, K. L. and Reiser, B. J. (2008), Learning-goals-driven design model: Developing curriculum
materials that align with national standards and incorporate project-based pedagogy. Sci. Ed., 92: 1–32. doi:
10.1002/sce.20240



as a model for progress toward further integration of curriculum, instruction, and assessment.
As such, we’ve represented our own current practice to help identify similarities and differences
between the Krajcik Learning Goals Design model (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Modeling our in-house design/development practice

We can adapt our own model to work more effectively with Learning Performances (early in the
analysis/design process) by revisiting the “stakes in the ground” metaphor (Figure 3).

Figure 3.  Adapting our own process around the generation of Learning Performances

Better yet, we can conceptualize the blue outer ring of Figure 3 to represent the territory of
learning we wish to map (i.e., the five units we’re currently pursuing).  We can integrate these
Learning Performances into our process all the way through Field Testing (Figure 4).



Figure 4: Integrating Learning Performances as terrain mapping stakes in our model

Once we articulate and place the Learning Performances for all five units, we’ll have an idea of
what the entire territory looks like.  We leave the Learning Performances where they are and
generate curriculum, assessment, and instruction around them as we better define the territory.
We get to our pilot phase, and then we may need to move some of the Learning Performances
around -- and probably modify the internal structure of many of them as well.  We use Piloting to
get a better map to use for Field Testing, which should in turn lead to an even better map!

Why is it so important to settle our Learning Performances as early as possible in the design
process?  In addition to the integration of curriculum, instruction, and assessment that we’ve
already touched upon, if we set our Learning Performances early and don’t seriously modify
them (small refinements will likely be necessary) until after the Pilot Phase, we can use our
Learning Performances as benchmarks in our design and development process.  In other
words, by taking this approach we should be able to know if the Learning Performances
themselves were part of the problems we identify during the Piloting Phase -- but only if we
don’t modify them once we start developing the materials we intend to pilot.  It’s similar to the
idea of controlling variables in an experiment, and we can even think of the development of
these units as a sort of design-based research or experimentation, actually!

Without further ado, let’s dive into the process of actually generating individual Learning
Performances.



Writing Learning Performances
Throughout this descriptive process, we’ll refer to an example Learning Performance that we’ve
generated to serve as an example.

Table 1.  Our Example Learning Performance

Content Standard     x Scientific Practice =      Learning Performance

The motion of an object can be
described by its position,
direction of motion, and speed.
That motion can be measured
and represented on a graph.
(NRC, 1996, B: 2/1, 5-8)

USE APPROPRIATE TOOLS
AND TECHNIQUES TO
GATHER,ANALYZE, AND
INTERPRET DATA.
The use of tools and techniques,
including mathematics, will be
guided by the question asked and
the investigations students
design. The use of computers for
the collection, summary, and
display of evidence is part of this
standard. Students should be
able to access, gather, store,
retrieve, and organize data, using
hardware and software designed
for these purposes. (NRC, 1996,
A: 1/3, 5-8)

- Using appropriate
measurement tools for time and
location/position, the student
accurately and precisely records
position and location of an
object over time.  The student
records these measured data
into a spreadsheet.
- Using these spreadsheet data,
the student calculates direction
of motion and speed of the
object based on position change
over time.
- Using spreadsheet software,
the student generates an
accurate chart or graph from
measured data to describe the
motion of the object in terms of
position, direction, and speed.

Step 1: Select and Unpack National Standards
First, in order to focus a given unit and identify which ideas link together, we need to generate
concept maps or similar relational representations to show key content standards for middle
school science, ideally along with requisite prior knowledge and common misconceptions.
We’ve already started doing this with the Common Core ELA standards and the NGSS.
Following identification of relevant standards, each standard is “unpacked,” breaking apart and
expanding the concepts of the standard to more completely elaborate on the intended science
content.

Table 2. Unpacking our Content Standard

Standard Unpacking the Standard

The motion of an object can be
described by its position, direction of
motion, and speed. That motion can be
measured and represented on a graph.
(NRC, 1996, B: 2/1, 5-8)

Scientifically, what is the relationship between position,
direction and speed?  How do these relationships affect
scientists' approach to measurement and representation of
motion on graphs?



Step 2: Generate Observable Learning Performances Based on the
Unpacked Standards
Content standards are typically decontextualized statements of content knowledge - to
transform a content goal into a learning performance requires describing how that knowledge is
to be used. This requires thinking about how it will be applied in practice. Each learning
performance is a combination of content and practice standards -- knowing and doing -- as
illustrated in our example in Table 1. New formulations of Bloom’s Taxonomy (Anderson and
Krathwohl, 2001), and the descriptions of science and literacy practices from the NRC
framework and Common Core ELA standards offer useful descriptions of cognition and practice
that can be the basis of learning performances. And merging science content standards with
literacy practice standards lends itself to generating learning performances for disciplinary
literacy!

Looking at our previous example, we might describe a rough initial version of our learning
performance as:

Content: The relationship between location, time, and velocity (speed and direction)
X

Practice: Using appropriate tools and techniques to gather, analyze, and interpret data

Rough Learning Performance statement: The student gathers location data and interprets it
to represent the speed and direction of an object’s motion.

Step 3: Specify Each Learning Performance
Here’s where we start to get specific -- really, really specific -- about what it is that we actually
think students should be able to do as they complete the curricula we develop.  Here we provide
suggestions for language to articulate and specify these Learning Performances in a way that2

will help us to develop both:

● curriculum and instruction focused on specific competencies
● observable performances that we can measure and assess → leading to task-level (how

to improve on the task in particular) and summary (how the student is doing in
progressing toward the relevant goals more generally) feedback

By demonstrable performances, we mean student activities that can be quantifiably measured.
Task-level and summary feedback are Evidence-Centered Assessment Design (ECD) terms
which are essentially equivalent to formative (task-level) and summative (summary) feedback
for students.

2 Much of the content for this section is derived from “Teaching for Competence” by Sullivan and Higgins
(Teachers College Press, Columbia University, 1983).
http://www.eric.ed.gov/ERICWebPortal/detail?accno=ED231763

http://www.eric.ed.gov/ERICWebPortal/detail?accno=ED231763
http://www.eric.ed.gov/ERICWebPortal/detail?accno=ED231763


As we specify Learning Performance, two elements are especially important:
1. the description of the expected student performance
2. the description of conditions under which the performance will be completed (the

context)

...and a third element is often considered:
3. a statement of proficiency, or an indication of how well the student must do on the

Learning Performance in order for his or her performance to be judged as acceptable
(often this takes the form of a sample student response that represents acceptable
proficiency).

Any well-articulated Learning Performance should have a specific description of conditions for
student performance, including statements of what information and materials students would be
provided to compete the performance.  In fact, this is one aspect of learning performance
articulation that we believe highlights the importance of collaboration between curriculum and
assessment teams as early as possible in the design process!

To get at this collaborative process and highlight the first two elements of specification
mentioned above, let’s examine these first two elements a bit further by dissecting the “Motions
and Forces” Learning Performance specified in Table 1:

Using appropriate measurement tools for time and location/position, the student accurately
and precisely records position and location of an object over time.  The student records these
measured data into a spreadsheet.

Using these spreadsheet data, the student calculates direction of motion and speed of the
object based on position change over time.

Using spreadsheet software, the student generates an accurate chart or graph from
measured data to describe the motion of the object in terms of position, direction, and speed.

The yellow highlighted sections of this Learning Performance are descriptions of expected
student performance, and the blue highlighted sections are descriptions of conditions for
assessing the performance.

It is of utmost importance to leave no doubt about the nature of performance expected from
students after instruction.  The key lies in verb choice . . .

● Examples of good verbs: select, state, name, describe, write, build, draw, etc.
● Examples of verbs to avoid: know, understand, learn, analyze, appreciate, value, etc.

Why?  Remember, we’re focused on what students do that is observable and therefore
measurable -- as opposed to their internal states or processes.

But wait!  It is not our intent to devalue the importance of these states and processes! These



internal processes are very important, and should be what is leading to students’ observable
performance.  We want to do create reliable formative assessment tools that are part of the
instructional tasks (sims, etc.) in a way that supports teachers’ abilities to tap into these
intangibles in students as they learn (and struggle).  If we focus on what can be quantified
(measured) we can generate much more integrated assessments that can serve as tools for
students and teachers to refine and improve these internal processes.

Two common errors often occur when describing conditions for performance:
1. describing instructional activities, such as a description of the lesson that serves as a

precursor to performance, as opposed to the kind of performance we would like students
to be capable of by the end of the instruction.

2. identifying specific item types for assessment, such as multiple-choice or constructed
response, rather than the resources that students would have available and the
practices that they would employ.

Our focus with generating Learning Performances is one of modularity, extensibility, and
reusability.  We all care desperately about instruction, but while we’re generating and specifying
Learning Performances we have to temporarily set thinking about it aside. Essentially we don’t
want to lock ourselves into particular instructional sequences as part of the process of
specifying Learning Performances -- and the same mentality holds true for item types on the
assessment side.

In summary, it can be helpful to think of the process of articulating each Learning Performance
in terms of its components:

1. Identifying the instructional content (concepts, principles, processes)
2. A detailed description of what students should be able to do with respect to that content

by the end of instruction.

Finally, the specification of each Learning Performances should be accompanied by an example
student response.  For example, consider once again the “Motions and Forces” Learning
Performance:

Using appropriate measurement tools for time and location/position, the student accurately
and precisely records position and location of an object over time.  The student records these
measured data into a spreadsheet.

Using these spreadsheet data, the student calculates direction of motion and speed of the
object based on position change over time.

Using spreadsheet software, the student generates an accurate chart or graph from
measured data to describe the motion of the object in terms of position, direction, and speed.

Each of the orange-highlighted sections indicate an activity that provides the opportunity for a
student to generate a response:



Data recorded into spreadsheet:
Time (min) Latitude Longitude
0 37.8756 -122.271
20 37.8604 -121.9949
40 37.8799 -121.5637
60 37.9979 -121.2039
80 38.6615 -121.3522

Calculate direction of motion and speed of object:
Time (min) Latitude Longitude Distance (km) Bearing Avg. Speed (km/h)
0 37.8756 -122.271 0 093°54′16″ 0
20 37.8604 -121.9949 24.29 086°35′20″ 72.87
40 37.8799 -121.5637 37.91 067°18′36″ 113.73
60 37.9979 -121.2039 34.17 350°06′09″ 102.51
80 38.6615 -121.3522 74.91 n/a 224.73

Chart generated from measured data and calculations:

A Macro View
We’re interested in a consistency of our developmental process across units.  As we scale up
and out to higher quantities of units being developed simultaneously, it can be helpful to take a
macro-level view of how Learning Performances come into play across units, years, science,
and literacy -- in order to understand the appropriate scope for the Learning Performances we’ll



be producing at this level of granularity: Investigation-based for Science, and Mid-Year/End-Year
for Literacy.

In this diagram, the smallest boxes represent investigation-level Learning Performances for
Science, and mid-year or end-of-year Learning Performances for Literacy.  We anticipate
substantial cross-linkage between these Science and Literacy learning performances.  By the
way, the numbers of Learning Performances linked to each phase of each thread of Literacy are
completely arbitrary -- differentiated in quantity strictly for the purposes of illustration here.

Conclusion
Extensive specification of learning performances will benefit both curriculum and assessment
design and development for each unit we approach.  Essentially, the process of articulating
these learning performances will require curriculum and assessment people to jointly establish
foundations for moving forward with each unit before moving in the materials development
phase.

In more pragmatic terms, our role as assessment folks is to approach the generation and
specification of each Learning Performance with the perspective of “how are we going to
observe and measure that?” and “how can appropriate measurement allow for better feedback
for learning and assessment?”  This is how we hope to maintain a collaborative conversation
with curriculum folks to ensure integration of curriculum, instruction, and assessment throughout
our development process.


